
The True Definition of Hate Speech
Hate speech today is defined as anything which disagrees with:

a) Corporate interests such as those in place by the ToS (Terms of Service) by corporate moguls who 
have monopolized the internet and support dangerous extremist violent racist (as in they hate white 
people and Palestinians — and oppose the right of Palestine to exist and support the genocide of Arabs 
and Muslims in Israel-occupied Palestine) groups such as ANTIFA and racially supremacist doctrines 
such as Zionists such as Google, Facebook, Twitter, Reddit and other extremely popular websites 
people use daily. Who sell personal information to advertisers and keep track of and monitor all online 
activities by users to sell or hand over to intelligence agencies or online Zionist lobby groups such as 
the ADL (Anti-Defamation League).

b) Government interests which are primarily capitalistic and controlled by Bankers and Corporations ie 
the “elites”. And concerned with the promotion and propagation of American ideals of “democracy and 
freedom” as well as Zionist doctrines and the existence of the Israeli state to the detriment of 
Palestinian peoples.

c) Offends anyone considered a minority where the person with the least amount of “privilege” is 
considered the most important or beneficial to society. This is usually a checklist where the most 
“checks” on the list guarantees the individual more merit this includes:

i) Immigration status – with first generation immigrants given priority

ii) Fairness or lightness of skin ie the darker or more brown someone is they are given more merit even 
amongst those of a darker skin tone — for example mulattoes are seen as having more privilege than 
darker skinned African-Americans.

iii) Aboriginal status

iv) Disabilities — more disabled someone is intellectually and physically the less privilege they have.

v) Sexual orientation – the more abstract or perverse this orientations the more merit they have ie a 
pedophile would have more merit than a homosexual who would have less merit than a pansexual with 
heterosexuality identified as the most normal majority orientation therefore the most “evil”.

vi) Gender identity – anyone who is transgendered or multi-gendered or non-binary is considered to 
have more merit than someone who is cisgendered or identifies as the gender associated with their 
biological sex.

vii) Far left they are with someone who is a totalitarian Communist seen as superior in terms of 
thinking to that of a far-right or right-wing individual. This does not concern usually economic 
standpoints where I agree with anti-capitalism but with how much property, wealth, and belongings 
they have — ie someone wealthy is seen as evil and someone poor as good. Although leftists today are 
primarily concerned with Cultural Marxism or the idea that the bourgeois are far-right or right-wing 
white heterosexual cisgendered males who whether or not they are impoverished are considered the 
overseers with whatever is opposite considered the almighty superior “race” or people.



viii) Zionism and Holocaust Denial – they must be Zionist and believe in and worship the new religion 
of Holocaustianity. As there is no business like Shaoh business.

ix) Addictions or mental health – with those who have addiction issues and/or mental health issues are 
seen as superior to those who are healthy in mind and body.

x) Obesity or overweight – someone with an athletic physique or skinny is seen as having body 
privilege.

With an overall belief that anyone who questions any of this or opposes it whether by means of 
sociopolitical differences or scientific theory is considered evil, rotten, sinister, cowardly, fraudulent, 
privileged, or an apologist or sympathizer of National Socialist Germany and is therefore a “Nazi” or 
National Socialist. And therefore must be imprisoned, censored, killed, violently attacked, and not 
allow the right to legal defense or self-defense from violent attacks.

d) Anything considered pro-white or opposed to open-borders immigration is seen as racist, vile, evil, a
white supremacist or other buzzterms created by Communists. Likewise anything seen as promoting 
traditional values moral or otherwise is viewed in the same light.

e) Anything which is critical or any government or social policy is labelled homophobic, transphobic, 
racist, vile, unscientific, insane, psychotic, etc. and the individual or individuals responsible are to be 
charged or arrested with hate speech and promoting genocide and designated as domestic terrorists or 
extremists and monitored by the government. And/or they are interned at a mental hospital for being 
“sick” for not supporting the government’s policy.

It is for these above reasons that hate speech is not a real tangible thing. Rather it is based upon a 
Communist ideology with Zionist influences to control the population and force upon them the 
tyrannical rule of law and order with a debt-usury system called capitalism to fuel the lifeblood of the 
system. And an emphasis on consumerism and vulgar mass media which ceases to be anything but 
oversexualized propaganda designed to keep the mind numb and from questioning anything. That 
anyone who disagrees is called: an incel, a virgin, a hater, a racist, an idiot, etc. Or extremist highlights 
this issue.
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